Introduction

12
Hemodynamic forces, particularly wall shear stress (WSS), are thought to contribute to vessel wall 
Methods
42
We took advantage of methods frequently used, e.g., in turbulence research (Pope, 2000) , where any would reflect a completely unstable flow. Analogous to turbulence kinetic energy (TKE), we also computed 63 the time-averaged fluctuating kinetic energy (FKE), defined as: On the other hand, a distinct increase in SP I W SS was observed between 0.5Q and 0.75Q, consistent 95 with the appearance of higher-frequencies observed in filtered WSS time-magnitude traces, cf., inset figure.
96
Evident from these plots is that SP I W SS is sensitive to flow destabilization and is able to discriminate 97 between stable and unstable stimuli. Similar trends were observed for cycle-averaged volumetric FKE maps; no FKE is observed for 0.25Q and 0.5Q. However, distinct regions of FKE were observed for 0.75Q and Q,
99
correlating with the presence of high-frequency instabilities in the flow.
100
Focusing now on quantitative results shown in Table 1 In addition, this method can also be used for flows harbouring cycle-to-cycle fluctuations to separate inter-114 cycle and intra-cycle variations.
115
OSI is frequently argued to be a metric of 'disturbed flow', and has been demonstrated to be effective (Ku 
